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Abstract

Aim: To review the methods for generating windows of achievement for six gross motor developmental milestones and to compare the actual windows with commonly used motor development scales.

Methods: As part of the WHO Multicentre Growth Reference Study, longitudinal data were collected to describe the attainment of six gross motor milestones by children aged 4 to 24 mo in Ghana, India, Norway, Oman and the USA. Trained fieldworkers assessed 816 children at scheduled visits (monthly in year 1, bimonthly in year 2). Caretakers also recorded ages of achievement independently. Failure time models were used to construct windows of achievement for each milestone, bound by the 1st and 99th percentiles, without internal demarcations.

Results: About 90% of children achieved five of the milestones following a common sequence, and 4.3% did not exhibit hands-and-knees crawling. The six windows have age overlaps but vary in width; the narrowest is sitting without support (5.4 mo), and the widest are walking alone (9.4 mo) and standing alone (10.0 mo). The estimated 1st and 99th percentiles in months are: 3.8, 9.2 (sitting without support), 4.8, 11.4 (standing with assistance), 5.2, 13.5 (hands-and-knees crawling), 5.9, 13.7 (walking with assistance), 6.9, 16.9 (standing alone) and 8.2, 17.6 (walking alone). The 95% confidence interval widths varied among milestones between 0.2 and 0.4 mo for the 1st percentile, and 0.5 and 1.0 mo for the 99th.

Conclusion: The windows represent normal variation in ages of milestone achievement among healthy children. They are recommended for descriptive comparisons among populations, to signal the need for appropriate screening when individual children appear to be late in achieving the milestones, and to raise awareness about the importance of overall development in child health.
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Introduction

The WHO Multicentre Growth Reference Study (MGRS) had as its primary objective the construction of curves and related tools to assess growth and development in children from birth to 5 y of age [1]. The MGRS is unique in that it was designed to produce a standard rather than a reference. Standards and references both serve as bases for comparison, but differences with respect to their curves result in different interpretations. A standard defines how children should grow, and thus deviations from the pattern it sets should be taken as evidence of abnormal growth. A reference, on the other hand, is not a sound basis for such judgements, although in practice references are often misused as standards.

The MGRS data provide a solid basis for developing a standard because they concern healthy children living under conditions that are highly unlikely to constrain growth. Moreover, the mothers of the children selected for the construction of the standards followed certain healthy practices, namely breastfeeding their children and not smoking [2]. A second feature of the MGRS that makes it attractive as a standard for children everywhere is that it included healthy children from six geographically diverse countries: Brazil, Ghana, India, Norway, Oman and the USA. Thus, the study design has considerable built-in ethnic or genetic variability but reduces some aspects of environmental variation by including only privileged, healthy populations [2]. On the other hand, along with ethnic variation comes cultural variation, including the way children are nurtured.

Another distinguishing feature of the MGRS is that it included the collection of ages of achievement of
motor milestones in five of the six study sites. The WHO has in the past issued recommendations concerning reference curves for assessing attained growth [3], but it has not made any with respect to motor development. The MGRS curves were designed to replace the previously recommended reference curves for child growth (i.e. the NCHS/WHO growth reference), which are now known to suffer from a number of deficiencies. A companion paper in this volume [4] shows that differences among MGRS sites in linear growth are minor compared to inter-individual variation and residual error, and concludes that pooling data across sites is justified. The physical growth standards are presented in a second paper in this volume [5], and this is done separately for boys and girls because patterns of growth differ importantly by sex. A third paper [6] considers variability in ages of achievement of motor milestones and concludes that, in contrast to physical growth, the differences between the sexes in motor development are trivial and do not justify separate standards for boys and girls. Furthermore, the paper calls for pooling of the information across sites in generating the standards for motor development and does so despite some evidence of modest heterogeneity across sites in ages of achievement for some of the milestones [6]. Since the children were healthy and showed similar growth in length, the variation observed across sites in ages of achievement of motor milestones is best viewed as normal variation. The differences possibly reflect cultural variations in childrearing, but ethnic or genetic causes cannot be ruled out. An additional article in this volume [7] shows that there is little or no relationship between physical growth and motor development in the population studied. The literature indicates that growth retardation is related to delayed motor development, perhaps because of common causes such as nutritional deficiencies and infections, but in healthy children, as we have found, size and motor development are not linked.

The above considerations led to different approaches in the construction of standards for physical growth compared to motor development. In the case of physical growth, curves were generated that depict gradations of the distribution surrounding the median, such as percentile or z-score lines [5], and software was developed to estimate z scores for individual children. An expert group convened to review the potential uses of the motor development data and methods for generating a standard on their basis recommended that "windows of achievement" be used rather than percentile curves [8]. These windows, the experts recommended, should be bounded by the 1st and 99th percentiles of the pooled distribution of all sites and should be interpreted as normal variation in ages of achievement among healthy children. The concept of a "window" offers a simple tool that can be easily used to assess children since it requires no calculations, an aspect to which we will return later.

The objectives of this paper are to review methods for generating the windows of achievement and to present the actual windows for all six milestones considered. We also compare the MGRS windows of achievement to commonly used scales of motor development.

Methods

Description of data collection for achievement of motor milestones

The design and general methods of the MGRS, and the training and standardization of fieldworkers and data collection procedures in the area of motor development, are described in detail elsewhere [2,9]. The recruitment criteria, sample characteristics and reliability of the motor development assessments are presented in companion papers in this supplement [5,10,11]. Motor development data were collected in five sites: Ghana, India, Norway, Oman and the USA. The study was already well under way in Brazil when the decision to add this component was made.

Data were collected monthly from 4 to 12 mo of age and bimonthly thereafter until all milestones were achieved or the child reached 24 mo of age. Trained fieldworkers assessed children directly at the scheduled home visits, and mothers also independently recorded ages of achievement (see below). Six milestones were selected for study: sitting without support, hands-and-knees crawling, standing with assistance, walking with assistance, standing alone and walking alone. These milestones were considered to be universal, fundamental to the acquisition of self-sufficient erect locomotion, and simple to test and evaluate. The description, criteria and testing procedures used to judge whether a child demonstrated achievement of a milestone are given elsewhere [9]. The child's performance was recorded as follows: a) tried but failed to perform the milestone, b) refused to perform despite being alert and calm, c) was able to perform the milestone, and d) could not be tested because of irritability, drowsiness or sickness. In practice, it proved difficult to distinguish between this last category and refusals. On average, it took about 10 min to assess motor development in a child [9].

An important feature of data collection is that there was no progression or hierarchy assumed among the milestones. Performance was assessed on each examination date for all six milestones. Each examination was carried out independently of all previous assessments, although it is likely that fieldworkers, who knew the families and children intimately, remem-
bered some or all previous results. Whenever possible, the number of people present was limited to the caretaker, child and fieldworker. Efforts were made to keep the floor clean and free of clutter, and mothers were asked to select no more than three of the child’s toys to use in the testing. Since it was important that the child remained calm and cheerful during the assessment, the motor assessments were made at the most opportune moments, often after completing the anthropometric assessment. After each examination, the fieldworker rated the child’s state of wakefulness as either awake and alert or drowsy, and of irritability as calm, fussy or upset (crying) [9].

Caretakers were also instructed on the criteria for each milestone’s achievement and the correct procedures for testing them, and they were encouraged to observe and assess the child’s performance. Caretakers were provided a record form with drawings of each milestone and boxes for recording the first date the child achieved the milestone. In the second year, when home visits occurred every 2 mo, caretakers of children who had not yet achieved certain milestones were telephoned during the unvisited months and reminded to assess their children.

The fieldworker noted any date written by the caretaker. If, upon examination by the fieldworker, the performance of a milestone was confirmed, the fieldworker recorded the date of achievement observed by the caretaker. Every time a date of achievement was recorded, caretakers were also asked whether the date was obtained by actual testing and recording or simply by recall, and this information was recorded as well. If, on the other hand, the child was not able to perform the milestone during the examination by the fieldworker, a discussion took place with the caretaker during which the criteria for that milestone’s achievement were again reviewed. If the caretaker insisted that the child had indeed met the criteria, the fieldworker accepted and recorded the date reported by the caretaker. If the caretaker acknowledged that the criteria were not met, a new line was added to the form, and the caretaker was encouraged to monitor the child’s progress, repeat the assessment and note the actual date of milestone achievement. The fieldworker took the form from the caretaker when all six milestones had been achieved. The data recording form and other details of data collection are provided elsewhere [9].

Selecting the method of estimation for generating the windows of achievement

Estimating the windows of achievement requires estimates of the lower and upper margins of the window, specifically the 1st and 99th percentiles of ages of achievement. There are two basic approaches to estimating percentiles from data such as the motor development data of the MGRS: logistic marginal models and failure time models [12]. A disadvantage of logistic marginal models is that they do not account adequately for age-related changes in the likelihood of achieving targeted milestones. The expert group [8] recommended failure time models for the analysis because these models allow probabilities (or hazards) of achieving milestones to vary with age. The application of failure time models requires that a date of achieving the milestone be provided or otherwise interval censoring methods of estimation be used. We describe below the methodical process followed to estimate the lower and upper bounds of the interval based on the fieldworkers’ and caretakers’ reports. Once the bounds were defined, a single date within the interval was selected at random.

Combining fieldworker and caretaker information to define the most probable intervals for the first occurrence of milestones

There are two independent sources of information about the achievement of motor milestones in the MGRS. The first, by the caretaker, provides the actual date when the milestone was first observed and/or tested. The second, by the fieldworker, provides a date when the performance was first demonstrated on a scheduled visit.

The fieldworkers were trained carefully, and standardization exercises were held frequently. Assessments made by the fieldworkers were highly concordant with those of the MDS coordinator and were consistently concordant across observers, milestones and sites [11]. Although fieldworkers instructed caretakers in the correct assessment of motor milestones, the caretakers’ reports are likely to be biased toward earlier dates. Thus, the estimation of the dates of achievement relied primarily on the information generated by the fieldworkers.

In most cases, the fieldworkers’ reports provided a definitive window during which the milestone must have been performed for the first time. For example, if the child could not walk alone at 11 mo but did so at 12 mo, then it is likely that the child first walked alone between 11 and 12 mo. However, the child might have been uncooperative or sick, and thus relying only on the fieldworkers’ reports may have resulted in too-broad intervals. In the foregoing example, had the child been uncooperative at the 11-mo assessment, we would have been forced to accept the 10-mo examination as the lower bound of the interval or, if this was also unavailable, a still earlier one, thus diminishing precision in measurement. While biased towards earlier dates, we reasoned that the caretakers’ reports could nevertheless be used in selecting the most probable lower bound. In the above example, if the child was uncooperative at the
11-mo examination, we could examine when the caretaker reported that the child walked alone in deciding the most likely lower bound. If, for example, the caretaker gave a date between 11 and 12 mo, then we could, with confidence, accept 11 mo as the most probable lower bound. On the other hand, if the caretaker gave a date between 10 and 11 mo and the fieldworker had not observed that the child walked at 10 mo, then 10 mo was accepted as the lower bound. Thus, in these and other types of cases, the information from the caretaker was very helpful in selecting the most probable lower bound of the age interval during which the milestone was achieved. However, we used only those records based on testing by the caretaker, i.e. we disregarded reports that were based on recall.

The sample from the five sites that collected motor development data used to generate the windows of achievement consisted of 816 children whose mothers complied with the MGRS feeding and no-smoking criteria and were followed until 24 mo of age. These, together with similarly compliant children from Brazil, were included in the sample for generating the physical growth standards [5].

In 69.5% of cases for sitting without support, and 78 to 90% of cases for the other milestones, available data indicated that the milestone observed in visit X (index visit) had been absent in visit X-1 (immediate prior visit). This established with a high degree of certainty that the milestone was achieved sometime between these two visits, an interval of approximately 1 mo prior to age 12 mo and 2 mo thereafter, reflecting the data collection schedule. In these cases, there was no need to consider the caretakers’ reported dates to define the interval. Conversely, all other types of cases described below required the use of the caretakers’ reports.

In a few instances, the assessment at visit X-1 was coded as “refusal” (1–12% of cases) or “unable to test” (1–7% of cases). In these instances, if the caretaker’s date was after the X-1 examination, then the date of the X-1 examination was accepted as the lower bound of the interval, or if the caretaker’s report preceded the X-1 examination, the date of the X-2 examination was taken as the lower bound.

In 2 to 3% of cases, the immediate prior assessment, X-1, was missing but X-2 was available. In these instances, the caretaker’s report was used to determine whether the examination date for X-1 or X-2 should be used as the lower bound, depending upon whether the caretaker’s reported date was after or before the date of the X-1 visit, respectively. In less than 1% of cases, the earliest available examination was X-3 or even earlier; the same procedure was followed as in the case where X-2 was the earliest examination available for selecting the lower bound.

The last type of situation is where the milestone was observed on the very first examination made of the child. This occurred in 26.5% of cases for sitting without support and in 0.1 to 5% of children for the other milestones. Many children demonstrated the ability to sit without support by 5 mo, the age at which the motor assessments by the fieldworkers began. For the other milestones, the cases in this category include a few instances of precocious performances, but mostly they were situations where the first assessment occurred between 6 and 14 mo of age because, due to funding constraints, the motor development assessments began later than other components of the MGRS in some sites (Ghana and Norway). At the 4-mo visit, the caretakers were informed about the motor development study, instructed on the criteria for assessing the milestones and given the form for recording the dates of achievement [9]. Only four caretakers claimed at the 4-mo visit that their children could already sit without support, which was verified and recorded by the fieldworkers. We used 3 mo as the lower bound in these cases since, based on the literature [13–17], it is highly unlikely that the child would have sat without support earlier than 3 mo of age. In cases where the motor milestone was demonstrated in the first visit at 5 mo, we accepted 4 mo as the lower bound because 99% of caretakers reported a date of achievement after 4 mo. In instances where the milestone was exhibited at the first testing occurring at 6 mo of age or later, we used the caretaker’s report of a tested performance to select the lower bound in the manner described previously.

Some 35 children (4.3%) were never observed to crawl on hands and knees, and thus were not included in the analysis of this milestone. Other studies also report that this milestone is sometimes not performed and that instead some other type of locomotion is used, such as bottom shuffle or crawling on the stomach, as was observed in the MGRS [18–20]. There were also a few children who had still not met the criteria for certain milestones at 24 mo; in other words, who were right censored when the motor milestone assessment ended. This occurred in five children (0.6%) for walking with assistance, 17 (2.1%) for standing alone and 22 (2.7%) for walking alone. An age of achievement could not be calculated for these children because they are right censored; however, they were coded as such and included in the analysis to generate the windows of achievement.

The results of the above procedures are summarized in Table I. It was possible to define an interval for 97 to 100% of cases depending on the milestone. Also shown are the cases that were right censored.
Selecting failure time models with the best fit for the estimation of percentiles

Failure time models were applied to estimate percentiles using the cases shown in Table I. The hazard function in failure time models specifies instantaneous expected rates of achievement for children with an unachieved targeted milestone at age \( t \). The hazard function fully specifies the distribution of \( t \) and simultaneously determines both density and survivor functions. There are five possible specifications of the distribution that are commonly evaluated. The simplest approach is to assume that the “hazard” is constant over time, and thus that failure times have an exponential distribution. Other approaches are the Weibull and the generalized gamma distributions, which are generalizations of the exponential distribution, and the log-normal and log-logistic distributions that use the log transformation of the failure (achievement) time. This set of five distributions is commonly referred to as a family of parametric failure time models [12]. They allow closed-form expressions of tail probabilities, provide simple formulae for survivor and hazard functions (e.g. exponential and Weibull), and can adapt to a diverse range of distributional shapes (e.g. generalized gamma). Also, these parametric models can estimate survival (achievement) times and residuals, i.e. differences between observed and predicted values [12].

The LIFEREG procedure in SAS was used to fit all the models. When using the interval-censoring estimation, an iterative algorithm developed by Turnbull [21] was used to compute a non-parametric maximum likelihood estimate of the cumulative distribution function.

Goodness-of-fit criteria were used in selecting the best models (i.e. the best distribution) for each milestone. One approach applied the Akaike-information (AIC) [22] and Bayesian-information criteria (BIC) [23] to assess goodness of fit, and the other applied Cox and Snell model diagnostics, which are the most widely used diagnostic residuals in the analysis of survival data [24,25]. In the case of the AIC and BIC criteria, the model providing the smallest values of these criteria is considered to have the best fit. If an appropriate model is selected, the Cox-Snell residuals should have a standard exponen-

tial distribution, i.e. with hazard function \( \lambda \) equal to one for all ages, and their cumulative hazard should be described by a straight 45° line [24]. For each milestone, the closer the residuals’ fit to the straight line, the better the fit of the survival distribution to the empirical data [24,25].

The “best-fit” regression models were then used to estimate the cumulative distribution of ages of milestone achievement (measured in days) and their corresponding standard deviations using the single-draw random method to generate an age of achievement for each case where the interval was known, or to code the case as censored where an interval was not known. Achievement values for the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, 90th, 95th, 97th and 99th percentiles and their corresponding 95% confidence intervals were estimated. Values corresponding to the 1st and 99th percentiles were used to construct the windows of achievement.

Results

Figure 1 presents the observed sequences of attaining the six motor milestones. In about 90% of the cases, the pattern observed followed a fixed sequence for five of the milestones (namely, sitting without support, standing with assistance, walking with assistance, standing alone and walking alone) with only hands-and-knees crawling shifting in between the earlier milestones. Of the total sample, 35 children (4.3%) did not exhibit hands-and-knees crawling.

Using the criteria of the smallest AIC and BIC values, the log-normal distribution provided the best fit for sitting without support and standing with assistance, and the log-logistic distribution provided the best fit for hands-and-knees crawling. The generalized gamma distribution fitted best for walking with assistance, standing alone and walking alone. However, use of the generalized gamma distribution led to wide 95% confidence intervals for the highest percentiles because of the distribution’s high degree of sensitivity to right-censored values. This led us to turn to the second-best model, the log-logistic distribution, which had only slightly greater AIC and BIC values, and which did not result in wide confidence intervals; the log-logistic distribution also produced Cox-Snell residual plots that were nearly identical to those of the

Table I. Children for whom it was possible to define an interval, or who were right censored.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of children</th>
<th>Sitting without support</th>
<th>Hands-and-knees crawling</th>
<th>Standing with assistance</th>
<th>Walking with assistance</th>
<th>Standing alone</th>
<th>Walking alone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interval defined</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>781</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>799</td>
<td>794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right-censored interval</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of children</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>781 a</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>816</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Including the number of “non-crawlers” (35), the total is 816.
generalized gamma distribution (data not shown). In summary, based on these considerations, the log-normal distribution was selected for the models for sitting without support and standing with assistance, and the log-logistic distribution was selected for the models for all other milestones.

The percentile values along with the 95% confidence intervals are given in Table II, and the windows of achievement bounded by the 1st and 99th percentiles are displayed in Figure 2. The windows of achievement overlap across the six milestones but vary in width. They are narrowest for sitting without support (5.4 mo) and standing with assistance (6.6 mo), intermediate for walking with assistance (7.8 mo) and hands-and-knees crawling (8.3 mo), and widest for walking alone (9.4 mo) and standing alone (10.0 mo). The widths of the 95% confidence intervals varied between 0.2 and 0.4 mo for the estimates of the 1st percentile and between 0.5 and 1.0 mo for the 99th percentile.

Discussion
The motor milestone study was a belated but very useful addition to the MGRS. The collection of motor development data was added to a predefined data collection scheme, specifically to the home visits programmed to collect anthropometric and related data. The periodicity of the home visits was meant to capture the faster growth in length and weight during infancy and the slower growth in the second year. It would have been more consistent also to have monthly assessments of motor development in the second year, but this would have significantly increased the data collection workload. Monthly data collection after 12 mo would have been particularly relevant for standing alone and walking alone, which were achieved later than the other milestones. While sitting without support, a milestone which all study children achieved by 9 mo and was therefore entirely monitored at monthly intervals, had the smallest 95% confidence interval (0.2 mo), and the longest (1.0 mo) was for the 99th percentile of standing alone.
intervals around percentile estimates, the confidence intervals for all other milestones were similar, suggesting that a 2-mo interval did not introduce much error variance relative to monthly assessments.

The data generated by our design were analysed using appropriate statistical methods and employed failure time models that fitted the data appropriately. To prepare the data for analysis, an approach was followed that took into account the strengths and weaknesses of the two available sources of information: the fieldworkers’ assessments and the caretakers’ reports. The fieldworkers’ examinations only established whether or not the children met the performance criteria for a milestone on given days. However, the fieldworkers were very well trained and standardized, and their assessments were consequently very reliable [11]. The caretakers reported an “exact” date when they observed a child perform a milestone. The level of error was reduced by accepting only those reports that were backed by a direct assessment by caretakers. Despite efforts to standardize the study’s hundreds of caretakers involved in the assessment of motor milestones, their reports were likely biased towards earlier dates of achievement. This is understandable because caretakers take great pleasure in and are reassured by their children’s development. Hence, it would have been inappropriate to accept the caretakers’ dates as true dates. Instead, we used the caretakers’ reports in selecting the probable lower bound of the interval during which the milestone must have occurred in cases where either we lacked a lower bound (left censored) or an examination was not available at the home visit immediately preceding the assessment by the fieldworker. To have ignored the caretakers’ reports would have led to wider intervals than were used in the analyses and to less precise estimates of percentiles. The approach followed effectively

![Figure 2. Windows of milestone achievement expressed in months.](image-url)
integrated the two sources of information, such that the resulting pooled information is superior to what would have been obtained had we relied on either one alone.

Having identified the most likely interval within which a milestone was first exhibited, we were confronted with several data specification alternatives. One approach was to pick the mid-point of the interval as an estimate of the date of achievement. We explored this option, but it concentrated achievement ages at mid-month dates in the first year and at the odd months in the second year; as a result, the cumulative distribution functions had a stairway shape, which is an unnatural distribution. This led us to select the random draw method but using a single draw because averages of many draws will centre on the mid-point and also lead to stairway distributions. We also explored the use of interval censoring techniques, which require that only the lower and upper bounds of the interval be specified, in addition to left- and right-censored cases; we found that the model parameters generated were similar to those obtained using the random draw methods. An advantage of the single draw method is that it provides dates of achievement for each child, except for those who had not reached certain milestones by 24 mo, when the motor development study ended. These dates are convenient for many kinds of analyses.

The main products of the MDS are the windows of achievement, bounded by the 1st and 99th percentiles only and without any internal demarcations. This is to emphasize that variations within these windows, 5 to 10 mo wide, are to be taken as normal variation. All normal children will eventually reach these milestones within these windows (except for those few that will not crawl on hands and knees). We also provide estimates for other percentiles as these may be useful to researchers. We report median ages of achievement and corresponding standard deviations, which will allow the calculation of population z scores (i.e. (median age of achievement in index population - MGRS median age of achievement) / standard deviation of the MGRS). These z scores will describe differences in median ages of achievement with respect to the WHO standard and facilitate comparisons across study populations.

The foregoing reference to the MGRS windows as a standard is twofold. First, the windows have been constructed using a healthy sample, selected according to the same criteria that would ensure overall health and well-being, optimal growth and, presumably, development. Second, it avoids confusion in the use of terminology that would likely result from positioning them as a reference within the WHO Child Growth Standards. However, as explained later in this discussion, their proposed application is more restrictive than that of the physical growth standards. The windows are recommended for descriptive comparisons among populations, to signal the need for appropriate screening when individual children appear to be late in achieving the milestones, and to call attention to the importance of overall development in child health.

A number of motor development screening scales are available in the literature [13–17,26–28]. Comparing those with the MGRS windows of achievement proved to be a difficult task as the screening scales varied considerably in study design (most being based on cross-sectional studies), method of data collection, periodicity of assessments, measurement of the milestones (e.g. pass/fail versus a grading scale of achievement), criteria for defining milestone achievement, origin of study population, sample size and statistical procedures for estimating percentiles. For example, Griffith's developmental scale for the first 2 y of life was based on a small cross-sectional observational study conducted in the early 1950s [13]. The DEN-VER II [16] study used quota sampling to select 2096 healthy full-term children, sampled in 12 age groups between 1 wk through to age 6 y, recruited from well-child clinics, paediatricians, family physicians, hospital birth records, childcare centres and private sources. Very few studies assessed children's achievement longitudinally; the most relevant is a 3-y follow-up from birth conducted in 1960–1962 by Neligan and Prudham [15] that included two of the MGRS motor milestones: sitting without support (n = 3831) and walking alone (n = 3554). The average frequency of contact by health visitors was about six times during the first year and twice during each of the next two years. The percentile values were calculated on the assumption that the recorded age was the midpoint of the actual age interval during which the child performed the milestone.

Differences in the methods applied to report milestone achievement are also important. Some studies report cumulative frequencies (i.e. percentage of infants who pass an item at a given age) as empirical estimates [13], while others derive model-based estimates [16] with corresponding 95% confidence limits [17].

More recent scales [26,27] have been designed to provide a combined evaluation of a child's status of mental and psychomotor development. Similarly, AIMS [28] has four separate sets of items corresponding to four positions in which infants are assessed (i.e. prone, supine, sitting and standing). Such scales assess items based on a priori criteria, added up to provide a quantitative summary score that is compared against "cut scores" or boundaries to determine the child's level of risk. Sometimes scores are also converted to percentile ranks, indicating the infant's position relative to the normative sample; the lower the percentile, the less mature the infant's motor
development. Although these scales are based on items used extensively in longitudinal research studies, they require careful observation of the child’s behaviour by examiners who must be thoroughly trained to use the materials and procedures of the scale tests. Moreover, interpretation of the scores is often not straightforward.

Despite these methodological differences across studies, there are noteworthy commonalities between existing scales and the MGRS windows of achievement. All of them could not identify appreciable differences between boys and girls, and consequently pooled the sexes in reporting results. Similarly, where available, the average ages of milestone achievement are comparable to those of the MGRS, except for Griffith [13] which has later median ages of achievement than all other scales. For example, median ages in months for sitting without support are 8.0 [13], 6.6 [14], 6.4 [15], 5.9 [16] and 6.5 [17] compared to 5.9 mo in the MGRS. For walking alone, median ages in months are 14 [13], 11.7 [14], 12.8 [15], 12.3 [16] and 12.4 [17] compared to 12.0 mo in the MGRS.

Despite different percentile ranges available from published sources, it would appear that the MGRS windows (1st to 99th percentile) are the widest, except again for Griffith’s [13]. A noteworthy feature of some of the distributions is the marked skewness of the upper tail for some of the available scales. For example, for walking alone in the Bayley-I [14] and the Neligan and Prudham [15] scales, the difference between the 50th and the 95th percentiles is about double the difference between the 5th and 50th percentiles.

The MGRS windows of achievement have been constructed to depict the range in ages of achievement of key motor milestones in healthy children from around the world. Surveys of child health rarely collect data on motor milestones, and this information is not routinely assessed in child growth clinics. We hope that interest in the motor development of children will increase now that the MGRS windows of achievement are available for surveillance and monitoring of individuals and populations. At the individual level, the windows can be used to detect, on a single visit or on repeated assessments, whether substantial developmental delays occur, as indicated by ages of achievement outside the windows. At any age after 9 mo, one can easily compare a child’s actual performance to what should have been demonstrated at that age using the windows of achievement. The reason why such comparisons cannot be carried out earlier than 9 mo is that the earliest closure of an achievement window, specifically for sitting without support, occurs at 9.4 mo. From a population point of view, the analyses are more complex and will depend on whether the data are longitudinal or, more commonly, cross-sectional. Cross-sectional surveys of young children, preferably from 3 to 24 mo of age, or even later if growth retardation is significant in the population under study, can collect data on which milestones are demonstrated by each child in the survey; statistical methods can then be applied to these cross-sectional data to generate windows of achievement for the population under study and compare them to those of the MGRS. The greater the displacement to the right relative to the MGRS windows, the greater will be the degree of motor development retardation in the population under study. For research purposes, population z scores—estimated as the difference in the 50th percentile of the population under study with respect to the MGRS median, relative to the MGRS SD—would be a useful metric for analysing population surveys that collect motor development data. On the other hand, for reasons discussed below, we do not recommend calculating z scores for individuals.

More simply, the percentage of children failing to achieve one or more milestones expected for their age can be reported. This last analysis will be very sensitive to the ages of the children included in the survey. By definition, children younger than 9 mo will never be found to fail; at the other extreme, inclusion of many older children, for example 24- to 36-mo-olds, will also lower the percentage of children with delays, as even children who are significantly retarded in motor development eventually perform them. A reasonable age range for this type of simpler analysis and reporting is 9 to 24 mo of age. For obvious reasons, comparisons of populations, such as those representing different regions of a country, will be valid only if the same age range of children is used in sampling all populations under consideration.

While it is simple to calculate a percentile or z-score value for the physical growth indicators, percentile values or z scores of motor development for an individual child would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to generate. This is because the MGRS standards depict the variation in first age of achievement, something one cannot measure in a survey. If a child has not reached a milestone on the date of a survey, we do not know when he or she will, and thus we have only limited information about the child’s motor development. If we assess two children today who have not reached a particular milestone, one might reach the milestone tomorrow and the other in 3 mo, but they would appear identical to us today with respect to the milestone of interest. Also, for any two children who exhibit the milestone on the day of the survey, we would be unable to differentiate between them with regard to development because we would not know when they performed the milestone for the first time. In contrast, z scores are easy to estimate for physical growth for any individual child and can be assessed at any age. This is because measures such as
length or weight are measures of achieved status on any particular day. The use of windows of achievement, therefore, leads us simply to compare the child’s performance today to the windows of achievement and to ask the most meaningful question possible: What milestones should a child of this age have reached by now? Concern would be expressed only if the child has not performed one or more milestones that he or she should have and, ideally, the assessment should be based on repeated evaluations over time.
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